POSITION: Principal CG Artist - Facial Modeling
LOCATION: US West Coast / NZ
CONTRACT: FT Staff / Permanent
CONTACT: maryanna[@]rachellelewis.com
RLT is seeking a principal CG Artist specializing in Facial Modeling for a boutique Technology company
based in New Zealand with offices across Western North America. This client is a high-end technical facility
specializing in autonomous animation and leading the technology of AGI digital doubles. If you’re ready to work
on very cool bleeding edge technology, with a group of cool artists and brain builders, we’d love to hear from
you!
JOB SUMMARY
This position is for a Senior Role within our client’s Art Department. You would be working on unique projects
that set the standard for realism and explore the latest and greatest ways to model, build, rig, standardize, and
deploy our Digital Human faces for our client’s company. Candidates must have exceptional Face sculpting skills,
an ability to work independently, and a very high Photoreal standard with sculpting expressions that achieve
natural realistic performances within a realtime FACS framework. This will include working closely with the R&D
engineering teams to support and collaborate in the development of next generation methodologies for
advancing realtime face builds and performances. Candidates will need to be comfortable with handling scan
data and reference material to assist with achieving the highest possible quality and demonstrate expertise in
maintaining a good spatial relationship between sculpted shapes.
DUTIES & RESPONSIBILITIES:
● Create High Quality Face models and FACS based face rigs that sets the company’s bar for realism
● Work intelligently with Scan data and Reference material to achieve accurate results
● Understand realtime rendering limitations and requirements and work towards maximizing realism and
performance within a runtime environment
● Be prepared to build, manage, edit, and compile all relevant art data needed to achieve a fully rendered
Digital Character within the realtime environment
● Work closely with R&D and the Production Tools group to design, develop, and implement new facial
tools, technologies, realtime shading and pipeline improvements
● Work within the game engine/realtime environment to preview, test, and optimize to ensure the final
results meet the realism standards that we set out to achieve.
● Work alongside the Lookdev team to ensure future proofing of the data.

●

Remote work requires a very strong and independent proactive approach to working around unexpected
infrastructure setbacks to maintain forward momentum towards assigned goals.

SKILLS & QUALIFICATIONS:
● Advanced ability within Maya, Zbrush/Mudbox, Photoshop.
● Expert knowledge in the Facial Action Coding System.
● Show strong ability to be self-driven and directed towards managing all tasks.
● Skilled with handling photogrammetry data and maximizing its usefulness.
● Passionate about furthering character realism within the realtime industry
● Comfortable with testing and utilizing Pipeline Tools, Plugins, features within Maya to assist with
achieving quality and realism of final assets.
If you're interested in talking about this excellent opportunity, please send your resume to
[@]rachellelewis.com.
If you fit the criteria, the next step would be setting up a phone or zoom where we can give you the
full download after signing an NDA (requested by the client).
Thank you - http://rachellelewis.com/
Contact: maryanna[@]rachellelewis.com with resume if interested.
RLT is an employer-paid acquisition company ; there is never a fee to candidates

